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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Project Objective: This project aims to understand how radiation accelerates corrosion of 
reactor core materials. The combination of high temperature, chemically aggressive coolants, a 
high radiation flux  and mechanical stress poses a major challenge for the life extension of 
current light water reactors, as well as the success of most all GenlV concepts. Of these four 
drivers, the combination of radiation and corrosion places the most severe demands on materials, 
for which an understanding o f the fundamental science is simply absent. Only a few experiments 
have been conducted to understand how corrosion occurs under irradiation, yet the limited data 
indicates that the effect is large; irradiation causes order of magnitude increases in corrosion 
rates. Without a firm understanding of the mechanisms by which radiation and corrosion interact 
in film formation, growth, breakdown and repair, the extension of the current LWR fleet beyond 
60 years and the success of advanced nuclear energy systems are questionable. The proposed 
work will address the process of irradiation-accelerated corrosion that is important to all current 
and advanced reactor designs, but remains very poorly understood. An improved understanding 
of the role of irradiation in the corrosion process will provide the community with the tools to 
develop predictive models for in-reactor corrosion, and to address specific, important forms of 
corrosion such as irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking.

Project Goals: 1) Identify and obtain stainless steel and Zircaloy alloy heats with a known and 
well characterized corrosion behavior and design test samples, 2) build and test a dedicated 
beamline and corrosion cell for irradiation-assisted corrosion tests, 3) evaluate the role of 
radiation damage, hydrolysis and excitons on the corrosion behavior using proton irradiation at 
the University of Michigan, 4) evaluate the role of hydrolysis and excitons on the corrosion 
behavior in high temperature, high purity water containing hydrogen using electron irradiation at 
Notre Dame, and 5) conduct both in-situ and post-test characterization of irradiation-corrosion 
samples to determine the specific mechanism by which irradiation enhances corrosion rate.

This final report on irradiation-accelerated corrosion of reactor core materials encompasses the 
accomplishments over the last 4 years. The report focuses on the accomplishments resulting from 
the project, that is, the specific advancements and contributions made in this program, rather than 
on all the details of the experiments. Those can be found in previous quarterly reports. The 
accomplishments described in this report are:

• Established the Capability to Perform Proton Irradiation Experiments
• Established the Occurrence of IAC Under Proton Irradiation
• Established the Capability to Perform Electron Irradiation Experiments
• Characterized Irradiated-Accelerated Corrosion in Zircaloy-4
• Characterized the Effect of Proton Irradiation on the Morphology and Composition of 

Oxides on 316L Stainless Steel
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Summary

A facility has been established for the study of irradiation accelerated corrosion using in-situ 
proton irradiation. Samples were designed to be thin enough to allow the 3.2 MeV proton beam 
to pass completely through the samples while still being strong enough to contain high pressure 
water in the corrosion cell. By allowing the sample to serve as a “window” into the corrosion cell 
through which the proton beam passes, the simultaneous effects of displacement damage and 
radiolysis on corrosion can be studied. A corrosion cell with a water loop was constructed with 
in-situ diagnostics to monitor ECP, dissolved oxygen, water conductivity, and temperature. The 
corrosion cell is located on a dedicated beamline with a system of fast-closing valves to protect 
the accelerator and beamline components in the event of sample rupture.

To measure the effect of proton irradiation on water chemistry, samples were irradiated at beam 
currents up to 10 pA/cm2 in 130°C deaerated water, 320°C deaerated water, and 320°C 
hydrogenated water. Increases in the dissolved oxygen and water conductivity varied with the 
proton beam current, and suggested that irradiation was creating radiolysis products in the cell 
water, and accelerating the corrosion of the sample. Measured DO was much higher at 130°C 
than at 320°C, likely due to a higher rate of recombination of radiolytically-produced oxygen at 
the higher temperature. The addition of 3wppm H2 was sufficient to suppress DO below 
detectable levels. Conductivity increases under irradiation were highest at high temperature, 
reflecting the effect of temperature on the corrosion rate.

The capability to conduct electron irradiation experiments in 320°C flowing water was 
established. Irradiations were conducted with beam currents of 1.5 MeV at currents of 50 pA. As 
with proton irradiation experiments, water conductivity increased under irradiation, indicating 
enhanced corrosion. Irradiated samples displayed a visible effect of corrosion on the affected 
areas.

Experiments were successfully conducted on Zr-4 samples using 3.2 MeV protons, for 24 and 72 
hr s. The corrosion kinetics under proton irradiation was 10 times higher than conventional 
autoclave testing results. Proton dose rate was a factor of 10 greater than reactor neutron dose 
rate. The accelerated corrosion effect can be attributed mainly to the radiation damage in the 
oxide, which enhanced oxygen ion diffusion. No water radiolysis effect on corrosion has been 
observed. The oxide formed on irradiated zirconium samples consisted mainly of monoclinic 
zirconia with equiaxial grains in the range of 20-50nm. The unirradiated oxide consisted of 
monoclinic zirconia with long columnar grains. The corrosion rate of the second phase particles 
embedded in the metal was also enhanced by irradiation.

Stainless steel samples were irradiated in 320°C water containing 3wppm H2, at dose rates of 7 x 
10'6 dpa/s and 7 x 10'7 dpa/s, for 4, 24, and 72 hours. A dual-layer oxide formed on the samples, 
with an inner layer rich in Cr with Fe and Ni content, and an outer layer of Fe oxides. The inner 
oxide layer on the irradiated samples was thinner compared to the unirradiated sample. 
Compared to the unirradiated sample, the irradiated oxides had a smaller outer oxide particle size 
and significant hematite presence. The inner layer on irradiated samples was thinner, more 
porous, and had a depleted Cr content that decreased as the distance from the metal-oxide 
interface increased. Observations are consistent with an increase in ECP at the oxide-solution 
interface, and accelerated dissolution of the oxide under irradiation.
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1. Establish the Capability to Perform Proton Irradiation Experiments

To observe the effects of radiolysis and displacement damage simultaneously by proton 
irradiation conducted at the University of Michigan, a dedicated beamline, corrosion cell and 
sample design must be established.

1.1 Design Requirements
To allow for rigorous studies of irradiation-accelerated corrosion in high temperature water using 
in-situ proton irradiation, the following requirements must be met:

• Samples must be kept in a controlled environment with flowing water and carefully monitored 
water chemistry,

• The water cell must be able to contain high pressure to allow for water temperatures up to 320°C,
• The interface between the sample and the water must be irradiated at a controlled dose rate.

These requirements are met by using a very thin sample through which the proton beam passes. 
All other subsystems are built around this central design element. Since a sample thin enough to 
allow complete transmission of the proton beam poses a risk of rupture under high pressure, a 
dedicated beamline was built with unique safety systems to protect the accelerator in the event of 
a sample rupture. A custom corrosion cell was also built to maintain a stable and monitored 
environment for sample exposure and irradiation.

1.2 Sample Design
The design of the sample was based on the design of rupture discs, which are commonly used in 
hydraulic systems. The sample serves as a barrier between the high-pressure (up to 2000 psi / 
13.8 MPa) high temperature (320°C) water in the corrosion cell, and the full vacuum (lxlO '8 
torr) in the beamline. Due to the potential to damage both beamline and accelerator components, 
the sample must be strong enough to reliably withstand the pressure placed upon it, but thin 
enough to allow full penetration of the 3.2 MeV proton beam.

The samples were ground and polished to a thickness of -3 7 pm for SS316L and ~50pm for 
Zircaloy-4, and each sample was clamped between a sample holder and a metal washer prior to 
laser welding around their circumference. The welded samples were then tested for leaks using 
helium gas and mass spectroscopy. Prior to irradiation experiments, samples were hydrostatically 
deformed into a hemispherical shell shape to withstand the operating pressure. The concave side 
of the sample faced the high pressure, high temperature water while the convex side faced the 
vacuum side. The sample dimensions are shown in Fig. 1.1.

The sample mounts were custom designed to simultaneously form a high-pressure water seal 
with the corrosion cell on one side, and a high vacuum seal on the accelerator-facing side. On the 
water side, the seal is formed by a compressed Zircaloy (Zr-Nb Alloy) gasket, while a conflat 
flange (CF) forms a high-vacuum seal with the beamline flange on the beamline-facing side. 
After the sample mounts were machined, a zirconium coating was sputtered on all surfaces, and 
later oxidized at 450°C for 2 hr to form an electrically insulating layer of zirconia. This 
insulating layer provided an extra layer of electrical isolation between the sample mount and the 
cell, while also preventing the sample mount from interfering with ECP measurements near the 
sample surface.
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1.3 Beamline
To conduct irradiation-accelerated corrosion experiments with in-situ proton irradiation, a 
dedicated beamline was constructed, incorporating safety systems to protect critical beamline 
and accelerator components in the event of sample failure. The new IAC beamline was installed 
in the Michigan Ion Beam Laboratory (MIBL) target room after lab renovation in 2014, and it 
was connected to the new 3MV Tandem particle accelerator.

The IAC beamline consists of various components, including Faraday cups (FC), beam profile 
monitors (BPM), a beam scanner/steering system (BS), a slit system (SS), drift tubes, gate 
valves, fast closing valves, vacuum gauges and vacuum pumps, etc. A complete schematic of 
the IAC beamline is shown in Fig. 1.2.

The alignment was checked during and after the installation of the beamline, ensuring good 
alignment was maintained between the bending magnet port and the end target. Good vacuum 
(<1 x 10'7 torr) usually can be obtained after baking the components at 200°C for 24 hr. Beam 
focusing and steering were utilized with a number of bending magnets, quadrupole magnets, 
steering magnets. The final beam diameter was approximately 3 mm at FWHM both measured 
on the ceramic scintillator and Beam Profile Monitor (BPM) at the end of the beamline where the 
sample was located during the experiment. This ensures the delivered beam was highly focused 
and has a high intensity.

Beam raster scanning was used to ensure uniform beam intensity over the sample area. Using the 
scanner the beam was fully confined to an area of about 12x12mm at the position of the slit 
system. The slits were set to a 6x6mm opening allowing a small portion the beam to pass through 
while register a current on each slit. The measured currents from each slit were recorded and 
used as a parameter to monitoring any beam shifts during the course of the experiment as well as 
a current monitor for any intensity change.

In the event that a sample ruptures during testing, the beamline safety system will protect the 
vacuum in the beamline and in the accelerator. The main components of the safety system are the 
fast closing gate-vales, one located in the immediate vicinity of the experimental interface, and 
the other located as close as possible to the particle accelerator. These valves are interlocked with 
the power system of the whole beamline. In addition, there are other electronic circuits to 
monitor status, both locally and remote, and additional gate valves to protect the pumping system 
and a computer interface for easy access and data monitoring. The two fast closing gate-valves 
are triggered by two high vacuum sensors with redundancy built into the system, such that either 
one of the sensors could trigger the shutdown of both gate valves.

1.4 Water System
A flowing water loop with a custom corrosion cell was designed to produce a simulated LWR 
environment. To achieve those conditions, the water loop system was designed to flow high 
pressure and high temperature water with controlled chemistry through a custom-designed 
corrosion cell. The water loop was designed as a “closed loop” system, meaning that the water is 
cleaned and recirculated back into the cell. This was achieved by a simple filtration system 
consisting of ion exchange column and UV light. The treated water meets the standard for Class 
1 pure water. The water system was also built as self-contained portable system for easy
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transport as the accelerator beam line was shared with other irradiation experiments. A simplified 
schematic is shown in Fig. 1.3.

The corrosion cell has six ports for water inlet, water outlet, thermocouple, and electrochemical 
potential (ECP) measurement and two spare ports for future upgrades. The cell volume is ~ 10 
ml, and is flushed every minute at a flow rate of lOml/min. For PWR experiments, hydrogen is 
bubbled, and a column overpressure of 0.12 MPa is maintained to reach 3 wppm H2.

1.5 Corrosion Cell
The corrosion cell was made of 316 stainless steel and the fittings were also made of the same 
alloy to ensure no galvanic corrosion in the system. The 6” beamline flange was an off-the-shelf 
item, also made of 316 stainless steel. To make a vacuum seal between the beamline flange and 
sample, conflat flanges were machined into the 6” beamline flange and the back of the sample 
holder, and a copper vacuum gasket was used. The seal on the waterside was achieved by 
compressing an oxidized zirconium gasket between the corrosion cell and the sample holder. A 
drawing of the cell, with a sample mount, is shown in Fig. 1.4.

To electrically isolate the sample from the corrosion cell body and allow for electrochemical 
potential (ECP) measurements of the sample surface, the bolts that hold the cell to the beamline 
flange were fitted with ceramic washers, and the zirconium gasket which forms the water-side 
high pressure seal was pre-oxidized in a furnace to provide an insulating zirconia layer. The 
sample remains electrically coupled to the beamline flange only, which is isolated from the rest 
of the beamline by a ceramic drift tube. The cell was heated using a resistive heating band, and 
then wrapped in fiberglass insulating tape and loose fiberglass insulating filler. The time to heat 
to 320 °C is dependent on the water flow rate, but is typically around 3 h for flow rates between 
5 and 20 mL/min. ECP was measured using a platinum reference electrode. Since the electrode 
was in an environment that had constant hydrogen overpressure and temperature, the potential of 
this reference electrode can be calculated using the Nernst equation.

1.6 Conclusions
A facility has been established for the study of irradiation accelerated corrosion using in-situ 
proton irradiation. Samples were designed to be thin enough to allow the 3.2 MeV proton beam 
to pass completely through the samples while still being strong enough to contain high pressure 
water in the corrosion cell. By allowing the sample to serve as a “window” into the corrosion cell 
through which the proton beam passes, the simultaneous effects of displacement damage and 
radiolysis on corrosion can be studied. A corrosion cell with a water loop was constructed with 
in-situ diagnostics to monitor ECP, dissolved oxygen, water conductivity, and temperature. The 
corrosion cell is located on a dedicated beamline with a system of fast-closing valves to protect 
the accelerator and beamline components in the event of sample rupture.
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7.6 mm

3.5 mm

0.8 mm

37jam thickness

Figure 1.1. Dimensions of the samples made from 316 stainless steel. Sheet stock measuring 50 
pm thick was cut into discs with an OD of 7.6 mm. A 3.5 mm diameter dome of approximately 
0.8 mm depth was hydraulically formed at the center of each disc.

1. fast valve
2 . steerer
3. BPM
4. cryo

5. drift tube
6. quadrupole
7 . steerer
8. drift tube

9. fast valve
1 0 .cryo
11. Faraday cup
12. BPM
13. slits

14. chamber gate valve
15. turbo pump

Figure 1.2. Schematic of the IAC beamline.
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Access ports

W ater volume

Sample

Beam line flange

Sample mount Zirconium gasket

Figure 1.4. A schematic drawing of the corrosion cell attached to the beamline flange. The 
sample mount is sandwiched between them and the assembly is held together by six bolts. A 
zirconium gasket seals the high pressure water in the cell volume.
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2. Established the Occurrence of IAC Under Proton Irradiation

With the overall goal of determining the contributions of radiolysis and displacement damage to 
IAC, the effect of irradiation on the cell water chemistry must be understood. While no 
experimental data on radiolysis yields exists for protons at high temperature, computational 
models have attempted to find the yield of important radiolysis products [1],

2.1 Experiment and results 
To determine the effect of radiation on the cell water chemistry, experiments were conducted 
using three different water conditions: 130°C deaerated water, 320°C deaerated water and 320°C 
water with 3wppm H2. Samples of 316 stainless steel measuring 37pm-thick were held at each 
temperature for 2 days and irradiated with 3.2 MeV protons at beam current densities between 
0.5 pA/cm2 and 10 pA/cm2 for approximately 20-30 minutes each. Approximately 15 minutes 
were required for water to flow from the corrosion cell to the conductivity and DO sensors, so 
this irradiation time was chosen to give sufficient time for the sensors to reflect steady-state 
conditions within the 10 mL corrosion cell at each beam current. The gas cylinder was switched 
from argon to hydrogen after the first day of experiments at 320°C to test both deaerated and 
hydrogenated water. Dissolved oxygen and water conductivity were measured in each condition, 
and are shown in Figure 2.1. Each peak represents a 20-30 minute irradiation at a single current 
density.

During irradiation at 130°C in deaerated water, application of the beam to the sample resulted in 
large increases in dissolved oxygen and modest increases in water conductivity. The DO can 
likely be attributed to water radiolysis, although the measured concentrations were significantly 
higher than previously reported radiolysis yields [2], The jumps in conductivity can likely be 
attributed to an increase in aqueous ions due to enhanced corrosion.

At 320°C, the magnitudes of the jumps in water conductivity increased, suggesting a higher rate 
of corrosion at higher temperature due to the increased concentration of metal ions in the water. 
At the same time, the magnitude of the DO peaks under irradiation decreased to only a few 
wppb, likely due to reactions with the hot stainless steel walls of the corrosion cell and outlet 
tubing before reaching the DO sensor.

When 3wppm dissolved hydrogen was added to 320°C water, DO was undetectable while water 
conductivity showed similar response as in the deaerated condition. Kanjana et al. [3] have 
shown previously that dissolved hydrogen is effective at suppressing oxygen produced by 
radiolysis, so the lack of any measured oxygen is consistent with their findings. Figure 2.2 shows 
the behavior of DO as a function of current density at 130°C and 320°C. Note that the DO 
increases linearly with current density for all of the cases, which is inconsistent with the expected 
square-root dependence of radiolytic oxygen production on energy deposition [2], The value of 
DO at 130°C is 40-60x that at 320°C due to accelerated reaction and recombination of oxygen at 
the higher temperature. A higher flow rate results in a reduction in the amount of oxygen per 
unit volume of water, accounting for the reduced values of measured DO.
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2.2 Discussion of DO production

During radiolysis of water, O2 can be produced by a series of reactions that occur in radiolysis 
tracks. [2] H2 O2 reacts with OH:

H20 2 + OH H 02 + H20,  (2.1)
Then the HO2 reacts with another OH:

H02 + OH -> H20 + 0 2. (2.2)
Although, these reactions both have very high reaction rate coefficients, on the order of 1011 
L/mol/s, the production of O2 is limited by the simultaneous production of H2 in-track. Due to 
the high rate of recombination, the yield of O2 due to in-track reactions is thought to be low [2], 
Therefore, it is prudent to focus primarily on a much more likely method, an H2O2 

decomposition reaction catalyzed by the stainless steel in the cell and the tubing [3], This 
reaction occurs when two H2O2 molecules react on the metal or oxide surface, and can be 
written:

2H20 2 -> 0 2 + 2H20 . (2.3)
The 2nd order rate equation for this reaction can be written.

dCH? -  k[CH2o2] (2.4)d t
However, when H2O2 concentration is high enough, the surface H2O2 sites become abundant and 
the reaction becomes pseudo-lst-order in H2O2 [2]:

d c H 2 Q 2

d t -  k[CH2o2\ (2.5)

The theoretical yield of H2O2 during the 130°C experiment can be calculated for comparison 
with the measured oxygen concentration, and make some inferences about the mechanism of 
H2 O2 dissolution and O2 production. To begin, the theoretical concentration of H2O2 in the cell, 
C°H 0 can by determined from:

c o ( M W *  (2 .6 )
H 2 ° 2  Q e N a  ’  V  ’

where G is the G-value, I is current density, A is irradiated area, E is energy deposited per 
proton, Q is the volumetric flow rate, e is the elementary charge, and Na is Avagadro’s number. 
The results of Eq. (2.6) are shown in table 2.1 along with the measured concentration of O2 from 
the 130°C experiment for comparison.

By a SRIM simulation, shown in Figure 2.3, the total amount of energy deposited in the water 
per proton is 1.1 MeV. The track-averaged LET in the water (energy deposition averaged over 
the range within the material) is 30 keV/pm. At this LET, using Meesungnoen’s simulations of 
heavy particle irradiations [1], the G-value of H2O2 is approximately 0.9 (G-value is the number 
of particles created per 100 eV deposited). The irradiated area was 4 mm2.

2.3 Conclusions
To measure the effect of proton irradiation on water chemistry samples were irradiated at beam 
currents up to 10 pA/cm2 in 130°C deaerated water, 320°C deaerated water, and 320°C 
hydrogenated water. Increases in the dissolved oxygen and water conductivity varied with the 
proton beam current, and suggested that irradiation was creating radiolysis products in the cell
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water, and accelerating the corrosion of the sample. Measured DO was much higher at 130°C 
than at 320°C, likely due to a higher rate of recombination of radiolytically-produced oxygen at 
the higher temperature. The addition of 3wppm H2 was sufficient to suppress DO below 
detectable levels. Conductivity increases under irradiation were highest at high temperature, 
reflecting the effect of temperature on the corrosion rate.

Table 2.1. Theoretical concentration of H20 2 as a result of radiolysis presented with measured 
concentration from the 130°C experiment

0 2

Current Density 
(jiA/cmA2)

Flow
(ml/min)

Theoretical H20 2 
Concentration (jiM)

Measured 0 2 
Concentration 
(jiM)

1 10 25 10
2 10 49 30
5 10 120 86
10 10 250 142
1 20 12 6
2 20 25 14
5 20 62 39
10 20 120 73
1 30 8 7
2 30 16 12
5 30 41 27
10 30 82
1 40 6
2 40 12 8
5 40 31 22
10 40 2 41
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Figure 2.1. Conductivity and dissolved oxygen in the corrosion cell during irradiation at varied 
beam current densities between 0.5 pA/cm2 and 10 gA/cm2 and flow rates near lOmL/min. 
When temperature was increased from 130°C to 320°C, the magnitude of DO spikes went down, 
while jumps in conductivity increased in magnitude. When 3 wppm H2 was added, no measurable 
DO was detected.
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Figure 2.2. Dissolved oxygen as a function of proton beam current density at 130°C,and 320°C in 
deaerated water. Beam current densities between 0.5 pA/cm2 and 10 pA/cm2 were applied to a 
2mm diameter circular area at the center of the 316 stainless steel samples. The measured DO 
concentrations at 130°C are shown on the left axis and measurements at 320°C are shown on the 
right axis.
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Figure 2.3. SRIM Ionization plot of 3.2 MeV protons passing through 32pm stainless steel and 
stopping in water. The total energy deposited in the water is calculated by integrating the curve 
over the distance travelled through water.
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3. Established the Capability to Perform Electron Irradiation Experiments

To perform experiments in which the effect of radiolysis is observed without the effect of 
displacement damage, the capability to perform electron irradiation experiments was built at the 
University of Notre Dame.

3.1 Design Criteria
Design consideration for the ND irradiation cell begins with anticipation of the radiation dose 
rate expected in the proton irradiation experiment at University of Michigan. The design criteria 
for the samples at Michigan involve a ca. 35 pm thickness of steel, to allow the protons to 
penetrate into the water layer before stopping. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the dose vs. depth profile to be 
expected for 3.2 MeV protons. Roughly 2 MeV will be lost in the 35 pm of steel. The 
remaining 1.4 MeV will be lost in the water within ca. 35 pm. The dose to the water in this layer 
next to the steel will be extremely high. A typical flux of protons expected for the Michigan 
experiment is 1 pA/cm2. This translates into an energy flux of 1.4 watts/cm2, deposited into the 
water within 35 pm of the surface, or a near-surface radiation dose rate of ca. 400 kGy/s. For 
comparison typical aqueous dose rates in power reactors would be ca. lOOx smaller. The reason 
for the high dose rate is the very high LET of the protons at these low energies. Gamma and 
neutron radiation in a power reactor have much lower LET and the energy is deposited over 
much larger volume.

Our goal in the project is to create approximately the same corrosion potential in the water for 
irradiation with either protons or electrons. It is not possible to completely match the radiolysis 
effect because radiolysis yields depend on the LET, which is quite different for electrons and 
protons, but order of magnitude matching is certainly possible. Irradiation with 1 MeV or higher 
energy (relativistic) electrons is characterized by an LET of ca. 1.9 MeV/cm travel in water. 
Comparison with the numbers given above suggests that the average LET of 1.4 MeV protons is 
ca. 200x larger than the >1 MeV electrons. This means, that in order to generate the same 
average dose to the near-surface water and oxide corrosion layer, the electron beam flux will 
need to be ca. 200x larger than the proton flux; i.e. 200 pA/cm2 electron beam is needed to 
roughly match a 1 pA/cm2 proton beam. This goal turns out to be quite difficult to reach because 
even if the irradiation is limited to a 2mm diameter sample surface (.03 cm2 area), the total 
energy deposition to the cell is at least 6 x (beam energy in MeV) Watts, and the near surface 
deposition is 400Watts/cc. The temperature jump to the water is 100 degrees/second, and a fast 
water flow is necessary to limit the T-jump to within a few degrees. The total energy deposited 
in the cell will depend on the electron energy used. Simulations suggested that if the steel is 
limited to 100 pm thickness, 1 MeV electrons could reasonably be used to penetrate through a 
sample into the water. In the end a 1.5MeV and 200 pm steel thickness was used, because the 
thinner samples will "dimple" under pressure.

The second design criterion is the desire to probe the surface using in situ Raman spectroscopy. 
Preliminary measurements were made with a Raman microscope through a water sample and 
sapphire window, to determine that a magnification of 5Ox is needed to limit the depth of field to 
the oxide surface and collect only scattering from this surface. It was decided that this could be 
accomplished with a commercial high temperature Raman probe using confocal optics
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arrangement, coupled to the spectrometer via optical fiber, with a custom-specified 5Ox 
magnification and a 5mm working distance.

3.2 Cell description
The ultimate cell design is indicated in Fig. 3.1. Samples are 100-400 pm thick depending on 
material, and form the window between the van de Graaff accelerator vacuum and the high 
pressure/high temperature water. Ca. 1cm diameter samples were prepared and welded to small 
support flanges which have a 2mm hole in the center for the electron beam. As drawn, the 
electron beam enters from below, and is focused through the support flanges. The beam 
penetrates the thin sample and irradiates the water and corroding surface on the opposite side. 
Opposite the corroding sample layer and 2mm of water, is a 2mm thick sapphire window held 
down by a tube which can accommodate the custom-built Raman probe. The open holes shown 
in the drawing around the cell perimeter are where heating cartridges are inserted. Water is 
circulated from an HPLC pump at ca. 10-20 ml/minute through 1/16" stainless tubing into 
standard fittings machined into the cell body. A screw-type flow channel preheater was 
machined onto the central part of the body before assembly. Then an outer jacket was placed on 
and welded. Water enters the cell and flows several times around the outside screw channel as it 
picks up heat from the heating cartridges. It then flows to the center, past a thermocouple, across 
the sample and out past a second thermocouple.

The cell is assembled as a sandwich, starting with the base, which consists of a standard 316 
stainless reducing adapter between 2.75" and 1.3" conflat vacuum fittings. The sample of ca. 
lcm diameter is laser welded "flush" to a modified 1.3" conflat flange. (Flanges were made from 
zirconium for the Zircaloy samples.) After the sample flange is in place, a 316 stainless sealing 
ring is placed down, and then the cell body. Bolts squeeze the entire sandwich together for a 
seal. The initial design copied the U-Michigan technique of a simple stainless-stainless metal- 
metal pressure seal on the water sealing ring. However, we found after several iterations that the 
metal was warping and the threads were being damaged with the force that is required. 
Eventually we decided to squeeze thin 0.5mm dia. gold rings between the metal surfaces to make 
the water pressure seal with much less total force. In addition, the initial cell version was made 
of 316 stainless. A second version used Hastelloy 276 alloy because it greatly reduced 
background corrosion of the cell, and incidentally is much harder at high temperature.

The seal of the sapphire window was also a problem. The original idea to use a gold gasket seal 
around the 4mm aperture was not feasible because only 1mm material was available for support. 
The necessary force to seal it also bent this support lip. The support thickness was limited by the 
need to use 5Ox magnification and have a short working distance for the Raman probe. The 
solution is to use a graphite "packing" seal around the sapphire window. Minimum compression 
is used from above for the initial seal. Then the water pressure from below compresses the 
packing for a better seal.

Initial testing with a modest electron beam of 2MeV and 50 pA demonstrated that heating from 
the beam sent the temperature completely out of control. Most of the beam was hitting the 
sample support flange and was not focused through the 2mm diameter hole. Therefore a cooled 
mask was built as shown in Fig. 3.2, to intercept the unused beam. The beam mask is supported 
on legs extending through a ceramic insulator beam pipe (see below), so that it nearly touches
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the sample support flange mounted on the conflat zero length reducer. Two of the legs also carry 
cooling fluid up to the tip of the mask where the heat is being dumped. A vacuum is left 
between the mask and sample flanges to minimize heat loss from the sample. With this 
arrangement, on the order of 30% of the total beam can be focused through the holes and the 
sample surface into the water beyond. During a run, a flow of N2 gas is used to cool the mask to 
keep the tip from overheating. Without the cooling gas the vacuum pressure in the accelerator 
increases to unacceptable levels.

3.3 Raman Probe
A custom Raman probe, ordered from Inphotonics, was able to tolerate the high temperature of 
our experiment. The optical path of the probe is as indicated on the right of Fig. 3.3. The probe 
had to be redesigned for 5Ox magnification at the working distance of 5mm from the end of the 
probe. The probe is mounted on the cell at the end of the beamline on the left of Fig. 3.3. 
Several problems were experienced with this probe that had to be sent back to Inphotonics three 
times. It is expected that the optics cannot survive the intense gamma field during irradiation, so 
the idea was to insert the probe occasionally to take a spectrum. Ultimately it was realized that 
in addition to gamma sensitivity, the microscope lens will be damaged by thermal shock if 
inserted or removed from the high temperature too quickly. For this reason the idea to make in 
situ Raman measurements during irradiation was abandoned, as being more effort than can be 
justified. The spectrometer was used for ex situ measurements.

The sapphire window for light collection proved necessary in any case, because some method is 
required for focusing the electron beam on the sample. A simple method is to collect Cerenkov 
light from the water. When the beam focus is optimum, the most electrons come through the 
2mm hole into the water. A fused silica rod was used to guide the light to a photodiode mounted 
in place of the Raman probe. This method is acceptable for optimizing the focus, but is not 
sufficiently reproducible to rely on for dosimetry.

3.4 Water flow system and diagnostics
A diagram of the water flow system is shown in Fig. 3.4. The water was ASTM Type II purified 
water from a cartridge system, placed in a ca. 4-liter glass vessel that can be sealed and 
pressurized to several atmospheres. One or two piston HPLC pumps were used to provide a 
constant flow of 10-15 cc/min. Water flowed from the pump into a heat exchanger (ultimately 
made of Hastelloy 276 to reduce background corrosion) that was attached to the inlet and outlet 
of the cell described above. Water is preheated in the exchanger and then flows into the cell for 
heating to experimental temperature. On exit from the cell the water cools in the primary heat 
exchanger and then is further cooled to room temperature by heat exchange with temperature- 
controlled water. The experimental pressure was measured at this point, and then the pressure 
was dropped to near-ambient in a back-pressure regulator. Water flowed through a deionizer 
cartridge and back to the reservoir. For H2 overpressure of approximately 2 atmospheres, a 
regulated H2 tank was attached to a "T" right at the water return. The H2 was forced into the 
return line and efficiently saturated/sparged the returning water. A leak valve on the reservoir 
was set to control a constant overpressure of H2.

Water conductivity was measured at the pump inlet and immediately after the back-pressure 
regulator with two flow-through conductivity sensors. A fiber-optic oxygen sensor was plumbed
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into a "T" after the pressure regulator. In general this oxygen sensor measured only background, 
and we have never measured O2 from the electron radiolysis experiment even with more 
sensitive mass spectrometric detection, if there is a small H2 overpressure. Nevertheless the 0 2 
sensor was useful to track degassing of a new water sample.

A picture of the assembled apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.5. The cell is attached to the beamline in 
the background, but insulation has not yet been wrapped around it. The reservoir is on the top 
shelf of a cart, with the HPLC pump(s) on the bottom. Electronics for the temperature, pressure, 
and conductivity readouts are on the middle shelf. A laptop computer is dedicated to recording 
the conditions over the course of a run.

3.5 Running an experiment
The cell is mounted on the beamline of a 3MeV van de Graaff accelerator as shown in Fig. 3.5. 
A ceramic high voltage isolation section of 2" diameter is used to isolate the high temperature 
cell from the rest of the beamline. The cooled beam mask mentioned before extends through this 
ceramic section. Not shown is the additional insulation wrapped around the cell, which is 
essential to eliminate convective heat loss from the sample flange. Initial installation of a sample 
involves heating to 250°C for several hours while flowing nitrogen (rather than water) through 
the cell at 500 psi . This baking is necessary to drive water vapor off of the surfaces so that we 
can run the accelerator, and also serves as a "safe" test of the high pressure sample weld.

Temperature and conductivity parameters are shown in Fig. 3.6 for a 24 hour production run 
with constant water flow of 15cc/minute and 150 bar (2175 psi) pressure. In the first three hours, 
the cell is heated to 320°C and the 30 pA, 1.5MeV electron beam is focused using the Cerenkov 
light observed through the optical window. The temperature of the inlet is controlled to be 
constant as shown in the inset (black). The outlet is three degrees higher than the inlet due to 
beam heating of the water. The sample flange is ca. 1.5°C cooler due to heat loss in the direction 
of the cooled beam mask. Inlet conductivity (orange) remained very low throughout. Outlet 
conductivity was higher with the beam on. On two occasions in this run the beam drifted off 
target and then returned. At approximately 22.5 hours the machine was briefly turned off to 
change the nitrogen gas tank. The outlet and sample temperatures, and outlet conductivity all 
dropped during these events. At the end of the run, heating was ramped down and the sample 
cooled slowly.

The final product is shown in Fig 3.7, a stainless sample after irradiation in Ar-saturated water at 
high temperature for several hours. The center 2 mm is clearly badly corroded in the high 
temperature radiation field. The flow direction across the sample is clearly indicated by the iron 
oxide stain "pointing" in the direction of the outlet.

3.6 Conclusions
The capability to conduct electron irradiation experiments in 320°C flowing water has been 
established. Irradiations have been conducted with beam currents of 1.5 MeV at currents of 50 
pA. As with proton irradiation experiments, water conductivity increased under irradiation, 
indicating enhanced corrosion. Irradiated samples displayed a visible effect of corrosion on the 
affected areas.
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Figure 3.1. Cutaway drawing of the high temperature irradiation cell.
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Figure 3.2. Cutaway drawing of the mask used to intercept "unused" electron beam to prevent 
sample overheating. Cooling fluid is delivered through two support "legs" from the other end of 
the ceramic beamline insulator.

Figure 3.3 . Raman spectrometer and high temperature probe mounted on the cell (left). Optical 
schematic of the probe (right).
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Figure 3.4. 1 -  Deionized water vessel, 2 -  Cell, 3 -  Sample holder, 4 -  Hydrogen/Argon
cylinder with pressure regulator, 5 -  Deionizer, 6  -  HPLC pump, 7 -  Heat exchanger (preheater), 
8  -  Back pressure valve; C -  Conductivity sensors, O -  Oxygen sensor, P -  Pressure transducer, 
T -  Thermocouples; blue lines -  water flow, green lines -  gas (H2, Ar, Air) flow.

Figure 3.5. A photograph of the apparatus cart, with pump below, reservoir and computer on 
top, and control electronics in the center. The cell is mounted to the beamline in the background, 
using a (white) section of ceramic vacuum pipe.
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Figure 3.6. Temperature and conductivity during a 24 hour irradiation.

Figure 3.7. Stainless steel sample after irradiation under argon-saturated water at 300°C for 8  hr.
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4. Characterized Irradiated-Accelerated Corrosion in Zircaloy-4

Zircaloy-4 has been used in pressurized water reactors for decades. Its out-of-pile corrosion 
resistance has been well characterized, but due to experimental difficulty and limited data 
obtained regarding in-pile behavior, its corrosion resistance under irradiation has not been 
extensively studied. With the current trend of extending the lifetime of current PWR reactors, 
researches have been focusing on simulations of reactor environments using ion irradiation 
methods to introduce damage into the material in order to study the effect of irradiation on 
corrosion. Numerous attempts had been made at ex-situ experiments, where zirconium alloys 
have been irradiated with heavy ions with autoclave exposure following. The results of these ex- 
situ experiment were inconclusive, and irradiation effects were insignificant due to the fact that 
both the corrosive environment and irradiation were not simultaneously present [4,5], For this 
reason, in-situ proton irradiation-corrosion experiments were conducted to evaluate the 
accelerated corrosion behavior of Zircaloy-4 in hydrogenated water chemistry under irradiation.

4.1 Experiment
Two proton irradiation-corrosion experiments have been conducted, a 24 hr and a 72 hr 
irradiation in simulated primary water (320°C, 3 wppm H2). The 50pm Zircaloy-4 samples were 
subjected to 2000 psi water pressure at 320°C and 3.2 MeV proton beam simultaneously during 
the course of the experiment. Both conductivity and dissolved oxygen level were monitored. 
Only the water outlet conductivity showed a significant increase from 0.1 to 0.3 pS/cm once the 
irradiation started. The high conductivity remained through out the experiment and dropped to 
normal level after the beam was removed. No significant dissolved oxygen was observed due to 
the high hydrogen concentration in the water, which suppressed oxygen generation from 
radiolysis.

4.2 Results and Discussion
Both samples have significant oxide thickening in the irradiated region, as shown in Fig 4.1. A
3.2 MeV proton beam with a current density of 2 pA/cm2 was used in the Zircaloy-4 irradiation- 
corrosion experiment. The damage rate caused by the proton beam was on the order of ~10"7 

dpa/s, which is an order of magnitude higher than damage rate caused by neutrons (~1 0 " 8 dpa/s) 
in a pressurized water reactor. These experiments on Zircaloy-4 resulted a corrosion rate of lOx 
faster than in-pile corrosion rate found on the same alloys in PWR conditions (Fig 4.2), which 
indicated that corrosion rate might be related to damage rate.

The corrosion rate decreases with increasing oxide thickness, which indicates the oxide provides 
protection to the underlying metal. In the early stages of Zr oxidation, the oxide is very thin and 
the rate-limiting step is believed to be the transport of oxidizing species (O2) along oxide grain 
boundaries. The corrosion kinetics can be approximated by a cubic rate law, rather than a 
parabolic law predicted for a process controlled by bulk diffusion of oxygen through the oxide. 
As the oxide thickens, small equiaxed grains grow into columnar grains in a direction 
perpendicular to the compressive stress developed during corrosion. This columnar structure has 
been observed in the unirradiated oxide region on the irradiated samples and samples that were 
exposed in autoclave.
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Thus, the cubic corrosion kinetics can also be evidence of the reduction of grain boundary area 
due to preferential growth of columnar grains. To maintain charge neutrality, electron migration 
in the opposite direction of oxygen ion transfer is required. Zirconia is an ionic crystal with few 
free electrons in the conduction band, so a flow of electrons through the oxide can only be 
achieved by electrons hopping. Continuous oxide growth would require both the ion and electron 
current to be balanced. However, as the oxide thickens, electron migration across the highly 
electrical resistive oxide is difficult and becomes the rate-limiting step. This electron migration 
process can affect the rate of the surface reaction that produces oxygen ions (O2 ), which further 
impedes the interfacial reaction at the M/O interface.

For there to be an enhancement of the corrosion rate, the kinetics of the limiting process must be 
increased. Proton irradiation can increase the ion current through the high concentration of 
interstitials and vacancies created during irradiation. The observation that the corrosion rate was 
enhanced under proton irradiation indicates that, absent a corresponding increase in electron 
transport, ionic transport must have been limiting.

On all non-irradiated samples (autoclave exposed samples and unirradiated region on an 
irradiated sample), the oxide remained thin (~300nm). After 24 hours exposure, as shown in Fig 
4.3a, the oxide grew with a strong preferential orientation relationship, leading to a strongly 
textured columnar-grained zirconia layer (Fig 4.3b). This is consistent with other observations 
found on oxidized zirconium alloys. The tightly aligned columnar oxide grains with very low 
lattice mismatch along the oxide growth direction are more protective than are equiaxed oxide 
grains.

The oxide layer found on proton irradiated samples was much thicker than unirradiated oxide 
(Fig. 4.4a), and it consisted mainly of equiaxed grains of monoclinic-Zr0 2  20-50nm in size, 
containing intergranular defects and continuous paths through grain boundaries parallel to the 
M/O interface (Fig. 4.5a), as confirmed by electron diffraction analysis and HRTEM (Fig. 4.5b) 
conducted on different locations throughout the oxide thickness. Raman spectra collected on the 
surface of irradiated samples also confirmed the presence of only m-Zr0 2 , which agrees well 
with diffraction data. This phase has also been found on in-reactor grown oxides. The unique 
feature among oxides formed in reactor or under ion irradiation is the equiaxed grain structure. 
According to the observations made by Gong et al.[6 ], at the beginning of oxidation, monoclinic 
equiaxed grains are formed on the bare substrate. The corrosion rate is high because of the 
porous nature of this thin equiaxed grain oxide layer.

As oxidation progresses, compressive stresses build up in the oxide layer and a columnar 
structure begins to grow to minimize surface energy. Iltis et al.[7] noted that nuclcation and 
growth occur in two stages: first, is the nucl cation of small nanocrystallites, preferentially 
tetragonal phase, randomly oriented grains; second, is crystallites with preferred orientation that 
develop a columnar structure. However, under irradiation, the crystallite nucl cation and growth 
under normal circumstances is likely disrupted by the high concentration of defects at M/O 
interface. This leads to an imbalance in the nucleation and growth process, giving rise to an 
increase of porosity and reduced cohesion between grains. The porous microstructure found on 
the proton-irradiated sample provides evidence in support of this hypothesis (Fig. 4.5c). Isolated 
cracks observed at the M/O interface will act as obstacles to diffusion, slowing down the
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diffusion rate as described by Ni et al.[8 ] Alternately, when these microcracks were interlinked 
and subsequently form a network, the corrosion rate can be accelerated due to forming easy 
migration path for oxidizing species along the interlinked cracks.

The microstructural and chemical changes of the SPP as they are incorporated in the oxide layer 
without irradiation has been studied extensively in the past. The main finding is that oxidation of 
the SPPs is delayed compared to the surrounding metal matrix, such that it occurs only after 
being consumed by the oxidation front by several hundreds of nm to lpm from the M/O 
interface. Beyond lpm the SPPs are fully oxidized and no longer subject to further structural or 
chemical changes. Once the SPPs are finally oxidized, they give rise to the formation of 
nanocrystallites of tetragonal/cubic zirconia which is usually accompanied by rejection of Fe at 
the precipitate/oxide interface.

Under proton irradiation, the SPPs found in the metal were unchanged - no amorphization or 
dissolution was observed - which was consistent with observations that found SPP 
amorphization/dissolution only happened at high dose. However, when incorporated into the 
growing oxide, the oxidation rate of the SPPs also accelerated at the same rate as the metal 
matrix. No tetragonal phases were found near the remaining SPPs after they were oxidized.

4.3. Conclusions
Experiments were successfully conducted on Zr-4 samples using 3.2 MeV protons, for 24 and 72 
hr s. The corrosion kinetics under proton irradiation was 10 times higher than conventional 
autoclave testing results. Proton dose rate was a factor of 10 greater than reactor neutron dose 
rate. The accelerated corrosion effect can be attributed mainly to the radiation damage in the 
oxide, which enhanced oxygen ion diffusion. No water radiolysis effect on corrosion has been 
observed. The oxide formed on irradiated zirconium samples consisted mainly of monoclinic 
zirconia with equiaxial grains in the range of 20-50nm. The unirradiated oxide consisted of 
monoclinic zirconia with long columnar grains. The corrosion rate of the second phase particles 
embedded in the metal was also enhanced by irradiation.
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Irradiated Zone

Figure 4.1 SEM image of the surface of 24hr irradiated sample, the irradiated zone and 
unirradiated zone.
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Figure 4.2. Plot of oxide thickness as a function of corrosion time for in-pile and out-of-pile data 
and in-situ proton irradiation-corrosion data.
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Oxide

Figure 4.3. TEM images (a and b) and an HRTEM image of the oxide found in the unirradiated 
zone on the 24 hr proton irradiated sample.
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Figure 4.4. Backscattered Electron images of the oxide found on the 24 hr proton irradiated 
sample, (a) oxide thickness comparison between the irradiated and unirradiated zones, (b) 
transition region between the irradiated and unirradiated zones.
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Figure 4.5. TEM images of oxide found in the irradiated zone of the 24hr proton irradiated 
sample.
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5. Characterized the Effect of Proton Irradiation on the Morphology and Composition of 
Oxides on 316L Stainless Steel

The morphology and composition of irradiated and unirradiated oxides on 316L stainless steel 
were studied, and results are presented to show the effect of radiation on the inner and outer 
oxides. Analysis of the results provides insight into the mechanisms how irradiation affects the 
growth and dissolution of the oxide layers.

5.1 Experimental Procedure
Experiments were conducted on samples made from Type 316L stainless steel sheet stock 
formed to 37 pm thick at the center. Samples were loaded into the corrosion cell and heated to 
320°C over a period of approximately 3 hr s. Upon reaching stable conditions at 320°C, samples 
were irradiated for 4, 24, or 72 hr at dose rates of 7 x 10' 6 dpa/s or 7 x 10' 7 dpa/s, with one sample 
exposed but unirradiated for comparison. Samples are designated by the irradiation (Hi for high 
dose rate, Lo for low dose rate and UN for unirradiated) and the exposure time. The samples are 
listed, with their conditions, in table 5.1.

5.2 Results
Several effects on the inner and outer oxides were observed under irradiation. They are presented 
in the following section, and organized to show new insight that has been gained from the 
observations.

5.2.1 Outer Oxide
A decrease in the size of outer oxide particles has been observed on irradiated samples, as shown 
in Fig. 5.1. Previous work by Kim [9] and Kumai & Devine [10] have shown a decrease in outer 
oxide particle size with additions of oxidizing species to the water. Comparing the current result 
with the previous work suggests that oxidizing species from water radiolysis have affected 
reactions at the oxide-solution interface. A likely cause of the decrease in oxide particle size is 
the oxidation of magnetite to hematite caused by radiolytically produced species. It is well 
accepted that an increase in potential due to increased oxidant concentration can change the 
stable oxide species from magnetite to hematite [1 1 ],

Raman spectra taken on the surfaces of irradiated and unirradiated samples showed an increase 
in the occurrence of hematite on the irradiated samples, as shown in Figure 5.2. There are 
prominent hematite peaks on the irradiated samples at 230 cm'1, 290 cm'1, and 320 cm'1, and a 
hematite “shelf’ at 690 cm'1. The spectrum from the unirradiated sample (green), however, 
shows no presence of hematite. While it is not possible to determine quantitative concentrations 
from these data, the mere presence of hematite on the irradiated samples suggests an increase in 
corrosion potential under irradiation, since hematite is stable at higher potential and is not 
commonly found in PWR conditions.

The oxidation of magnetite to hematite is gradual, as shown by Fig. 5.3. After 4 hours of 
irradiation, there is no presence of hematite on the sample surface, but after 24 hours hematite is 
present. After 72 hours, there is an increased presence of hematite relative to the spinel content. 
These data suggest that irradiation is affecting the thermodynamics of corrosion by increasing 
the corrosion potential. Future work will seek to understand the formation and dissolution of the
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oxides by fully characterizing the species present. ECP measurements will be combined with ex- 
situ characterization to further understand the conditions at the oxide-solution interface.

5.2.2 Inner Oxide
Irradiation was found to have a number of effects on the inner oxide. First, irradiated samples 
had a much thinner inner oxide layer than unirradiated samples. Fig. 5.4 shows cross-sectional 
STEM images of the oxides on two samples irradiated at different doses, and a third sample 
which was not irradiated. The unirradiated sample has an inner oxide which is 3x-4x as thick as 
the irradiated samples. These measurements were taken over a small samples size, but the large 
difference in oxide thickness has been verified with NRA measurements. A closer look at the 
oxides, shown in Figure 5.5, reveals a porous, inhomogeneous morphology on the irradiated 
oxide, while the unirradiated oxide appears less porous and more homogeneous. The smaller 
images show what appear to be an increased occurrence of Kirkendall voids along the oxide
metal interface on the irradiated sample.

Irradiated samples also displayed a noticeable decrease in the chromium content of the inner 
oxides, as shown in Fig. 5.6. Line scans revealed a Cr gradient across the inner oxide in 
irradiated samples, while the inner oxides of the unirradiated samples maintained a Cr 
stoichiometry similar to the metal. A comparison of the chromium profiles across the irradiated 
and unirradiated portions of several samples is shown in Fig. 5.7, and the decrease in chromium 
content in the oxides of the irradiated samples can clearly be seen.

While the thinner oxides on the irradiated samples might suggest a decrease in corrosion under 
proton irradiation, previous work by Lewis & Hunn [12] and Lapuerta [13] has suggested that 
proton irradiation increases the rate of corrosion. Further, previously reported increases in water 
conductivity and dissolved oxygen content under proton irradiation [14] suggest an increase in 
the rate of corrosion as well. To explain the thinner oxide observed on irradiated samples, a 
mechanism is suggested in which irradiation causes accelerated oxide dissolution at the oxi de
solution interface, as shown in Fig. 5.8.

Kim et al. [15] and Kuang et al. [16] found that O2 and H2 O2 additions significantly decreased 
the amount of Cr in the oxides of stainless steel in LWR conditions, and Kim attributed this 
effect to the dissolution of protective chromium oxides to form CrCE2", which is soluble in water. 
Since irradiation creates high concentrations of O2 , H2O2 , and other oxidizing species in water, it 
is suggested that the potential at the surface is elevated sufficiently to cause dissolution of the Fe- 
Cr spinels that make up the inner oxide layer, possibly aided by enhanced diffusion during 
irradiation. A decrease in Cr content can lead to a less-protective oxide, due to the relative 
stability and insolubility of Cr-rich spinel oxides compared to Fe-Ni spinel oxides which do not 
contain significant Cr [10],

5.3 Conclusions
Stainless steel samples were irradiated in 320°C water with 3wppm H2, at dose rates of 7 x 10' 6 

dpa/s and 7 x 10' 7 dpa/s, for 4, 24, and 72 hours. A dual-layer oxide formed on the samples, with 
an inner layer rich in Cr with Fe and Ni content, and an outer layer of Fe oxides. The inner oxide 
layer on the irradiated samples was thinner compared to the unirradiated sample. Compared to 
the unirradiated sample, the irradiated oxides had a smaller outer oxide particle size and
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significant hematite presence. The inner layer on irradiated samples was thinner, more porous, 
and had a depleted Cr content which decreased as the distance from the metal-oxide interface 
increased. Observations are consistent with an increase in ECP at the oxide-solution interface, 
and accelerated dissolution of the oxide under irradiation.

Table 5.1. Samples tested in this work. All samples were made from type 316L stainless steel, 
exposed in 320°C water containing 3 wppm H2.

Sample ID Exposure 
Time (hrs)

Surface 
Dose Rate Total Dose 

(dpa)

Inner
thickness

oxide
by

Areal oxygen 
density by NRA

(dpa/s) TEM (nm) ( 1 0 15 atoms/cm2)
Hi 04 4 7 x 10"6 0 . 1

Hi24 24 7 x 10"6 0 . 6 70 250
Hi72 72 7 x 10"6 1 . 8

Lo24 24 7 x 10"7 0.06 50 2 0 0

Un24 24 unirradiated unirradiated 190 730

Radiolyzed water only IrradiatedUnirradiated

Figure 5.1. SEM images of an unirradiated sample exposed for 24 hours in 320°C water with 
3ppm H2 (A) and the unirradiated (B) and irradiated (C) surfaces of a sample irradiated at 7xl0 "6 

dpa/s for 24 hours in the same conditions.
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•316 sta in less steel sheet 
•320° C water w ith  3ppm  H:

M 30 4 ory Fe20 3 

662
'663 nm  laser  
'20 pm  spot size 699Hematite (a-Fe20 3)

617j
295 673416227

7 x 106 dpa/s Magnetite (Fe30 4)

545

Unirradiated
I___

7 x 10 0 dpa/s

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

- I nRaman Shift (cm")
Figure 5.2. Raman spectra of irradiated and unirradiated samples

•316 stainless steel sheet 
•320°C water w ith 3ppm H2 
•7 x  10-6 dpa/s 
•663 nm  laser 
•20 pm  spot size

Hematite (a-Fe20 3) 

M30 4ory-Fe20 3 

Chromite (FeCr20 4)

72 hours

24 hours

4 hours

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
- K

72 hrs

24 hrs

4 hrs

Raman Shift (cm")
Figure 5.3. Raman spectra of three different samples, irradiated and exposed for three different 
lengths of time.
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7 x 10 6 dpa/s

Approx. inner oxide thickness I 70 mil

7 x 10 7 dpa/s

Unirradiated

50 nmStainless steel

Stainless steel 190 nm
Figure 5.4. Cross sectional STEM images of oxides from three different samples exposed to 
320°C water with 3ppm H2 for 24 hours.

7 x 10"6 dpa/s
Inhomogeneous, 
porous morphology

Unirradiated
Homogeneous
morphology

Figure 5.5. Cross sectional STEM images of oxides from an irradiated and an unirradiated 
sample exposed to 320°C water with 3ppm H2 for 24 hours.
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Unirradiated

O u t e r  O x id e I n n e r  O x id e

§ 60

7 x 10 7 dpa/s

O u te r  O xide In n e r  O xide

100

§  80
\  Pt

« H

|  60

U

E 40o
<
0s-

,  20

\  0

200 300
Distance (nm)

A rt/X  I

Figure
sample

80 120 
Distance (nm)

5.6. STEM-EDS line scans taken across oxides from an irradiated and an unirradiated 
exposed to 320°C water with 3ppm H2 for 24 hours.
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35
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Hi72 Irr
30
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Figure 5.7. Cr content across the M/O for specimens taken from samples Hi72, Hi24, Lo24, and 
Un24, all exposed in 320°C water with 3ppm H2. Depicted in the graph are irradiated areas (•), 
unirradiated areas of irradiated samples (o), and one unirradiated sample (■).
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Figure 5.8. A sketch showing suggested mechanisms by which irradiation affects the growth and 
dissolution of oxide layers on 316L stainless steel.
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Tests in HWC at 288°C have been replaced with PW at 320°C to focus on the behavior in PWR 
environments.
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